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ABSTRACT

Since the recent advent of regulations for data protection (e.g., the General Data
Protection Regulation), there has been increasing demand in deleting information
learned from sensitive data in pre-trained models without retraining from scratch.
The inherent vulnerability of neural networks towards adversarial attacks and un-
fairness also calls for a robust method to remove or correct information in an
instance-wise fashion, while retaining the predictive performance across remain-
ing data. To this end, we define instance-wise unlearning, of which the goal is to
delete information on a set of instances from a pre-trained model, by either mis-
classifying each instance away from its original prediction or relabeling the in-
stance to a different label. We also propose two methods that reduce forgetting on
the remaining data: 1) utilizing adversarial examples to overcome forgetting at the
representation-level and 2) leveraging weight importance metrics to pinpoint net-
work parameters guilty of propagating unwanted information. Both methods only
require the pre-trained model and data instances to forget, allowing painless ap-
plication to real-life settings where the entire training set is unavailable. Through
extensive experimentation on various image classification benchmarks, we show
that our approach effectively preserves knowledge of remaining data while un-
learning given instances in both single-task and continual unlearning scenarios.

1 INTRODUCTION

Humans remember and forget: efficiently learning useful knowledge yet regulating privately sensi-
tive information and protecting from malicious attacks. Recent advances in large-scale pre-training
enable models to memorize massive information for intelligent operations (Radford et al., 2019),
but there is a cost. Language models trained on indiscriminately collected data often disclose pri-
vate information such as occupations, phone numbers, and family background during text genera-
tion (Heikkilä, 2022). Vision models trained on numerous image data sometimes misclassify natu-
rally adversarial or adversarially attacked examples with high-confidence (Hendrycks et al., 2021).
A naı̈ve solution is to retrain these models from scratch after refining or reweighting their training
datasets (Lison et al., 2021; Zemel et al., 2013; Lahoti et al., 2020). However, such post-hoc process-
ing is impractical due to growing volumes of data and substantial cost of large-scale training: while
exercising the Right to be Forgotten (Rosen, 2011; Villaronga et al., 2018) may be straightforward
to humans, it is not so straightforward in the context of machine learning. This has sparked the field
of machine unlearning, in which the main goal is to efficiently delete information while preserving
information on the remaining data.

While many machine unlearning approaches have shown promising results deleting data from tradi-
tional machine learning algorithms (Mahadevan & Mathioudakis, 2021; Ginart et al., 2019; Brophy
& Lowd, 2021) as well as DNN-based classifiers (Tarun et al., 2021; Chundawat et al., 2022; Ye
et al., 2022; Yoon et al., 2022; Golatkar et al., 2020; Kim & Woo, 2022; Mehta et al., 2022), existing
work are built upon assumptions far too restrictive compared to real-life scenarios. First off, many
approaches assume a class-wise unlearning setup, where the task is to delete information from all
data points that belong to a particular class or set of classes. However, data deletion requests are
practically received at a per-instance basis, potentially resulting in a set of data points with a mix-
ture of class labels (Heikkilä, 2022; Mehrabi et al., 2021). Another widely used assumption is that
at least a subset of the original training data is available at the time of unlearning. In real settings,
however, loading the original dataset may not be an option due to data expiration policies or lack
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of storage for large amounts of data. Lastly, many approaches consider the main objective as re-
moving the previous effect of the deleting data during training. While this is indeed the ideal case,
recent work have shown that fulfilling the objective can still lead to information leakage (Suriyaku-
mar & Wilson, 2022), and unlearning mechanisms must explicitly enforce misprediction for tighter
security (Graves et al., 2021).

In light of aforementioned limitations, we propose a framework for instance-wise unlearning that
deletes information with access only to the pre-trained model and the data points requested for
unlearning. Instead of undoing the previous influence of deleting data, we pursue a stronger goal
where all requested data points are misclassified, preventing collection of information via interpo-
lation of nearby data points. Inspired by work in the continual learning literature (Ebrahimi et al.,
2020; Aljundi et al., 2018), we propose two regularization methods that minimize loss in predic-
tive performance on the remaining data, while completely forgetting information on deleting data.
Specifically, we 1) generate adversarial examples by attacking each deleting data point with the
pre-trained model and retrain on these examples to prevent representation-level forgetting and 2)
use weight importance measures from unlearning instances to focus gradient updates more towards
parameters responsible for the originally correct classification of such instances. Extensive experi-
ments on CIFAR-10/-100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) and ImageNet-1K (Deng et al., 2009) datasets
show that our proposed method effectively preserves overall predictive performance, while com-
pletely misclassifying images chosen for deletion. Our qualitative analyses also reveal interesting
insights, including lack of any discernible pattern in misclassification that may be exploited by
adversaries, preservation of the previously learned decision boundary, and forgetting of high-level
features within deleted images. In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose instance-wise unlearning through intended misclassification, under the as-
sumption that only the pre-trained model and data to forget are available at hand.

• We present two model-agnostic regularization methods that reduce forgetting on remaining
data while misclassifying data for deletion.

• Empirical evaluations on well-known image classification benchmarks show that our pro-
posed method significantly boosts predictive performance after unlearning.

2 RELATED WORK

Machine unlearning. Machine unlearning (Cao & Yang, 2015) is a field that makes a pre-trained
model forget information learned from a specified subset of data. For this, the existing studies have
taken an approach that deletes the influence of unwanted data points (denoted asDf ) from the model
while retaining the predictive performance on the rest of the data (denoted as Dr). Mahadevan &
Mathioudakis (2021); Ginart et al. (2019); Brophy & Lowd (2021) proposed unlearning methods for
a linear/logistic regression, k-means clustering, and random forests, respectively. These methods are
specifically designed for simple machine learning models, not for neural networks.

Table 1: Comparison between existing unlearning methods.

Methods Unit Goal Dr Df

Tarun et al. (2021) class undo ✓ ✗
Chundawat et al. (2022) class undo ✗ ✗
Ye et al. (2022) class undo ✗ ✓
Yoon et al. (2022) class undo ✗ ✓

Golatkar et al. (2020) instance undo ✓ ✓
Kim & Woo (2022) instance undo ✓ ✓
Mehta et al. (2022) instance undo ✓ ✓

Our methods instance misclassify ✗ ✓

Recently, the machine unlearning for
neural networks have been studied in
different settings, shown in Table 1.
These methods can be categorized
into two approaches: class-wise and
instance-wise unlearning. The class-
wise unlearning is to forget a cer-
tain class (e.g., 9-th class of CIFAR-
10) while retaining the performance
on the remaining class (Tarun et al.,
2021; Chundawat et al., 2022; Ye
et al., 2022; Yoon et al., 2022). On
the other hand, the instance-wise un-
learning is designed to delete instance-wise information (e.g., several images of CIFAR-10) from
the pre-trained model (Golatkar et al., 2020; Kim & Woo, 2022; Mehta et al., 2022). In other words,
only instances that are requested to be forgotten should be deleted and the others from the same class
should be remembered.
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The goal of the existing methods is to make the already trained model identical to the model trained
on the dataset with unwanted instances removed (denote as undo). Unfortunately, even if the model
is trained on the removed dataset, the interpolation capabilities of the neural networks may correctly
predict even that we want to erase. This does not lead to complete unlearning in practical applica-
tions. Therefore, we define the goal of unlearning as to make the already trained model completely
misclassifies the set of instances that should be forgotten (denote as misclassify).

Also, the existing methods have different access level to the unlearning data Df and the rest Dr. The
existing solutions for instance-wise unlearning require access to the entire dataset (i.e., Dr ∪ Df ).
These methods which rely on the availability of the entire data are very far from real-world scenarios.
On the other hand, our proposed methods only need to the unlearning dataset (i.e., Df ).

Adversarial examples. Since the vulnerability of neural networks has been revealed (Szegedy
et al., 2013), various methods have been proposed to generate adversarial examples that can de-
ceive neural networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Kurakin et al., 2016; Madry et al., 2017; Carlini &
Wagner, 2017). In the case of white-box attack, an adversarial example can be generated by adding
a hardly visible perturbation on a given image based on the gradient information from the model,
making the model classify the image to a wrong class. The injected noise of the example is hard
to distinguish visually but it causes a serious misclassification of the model. Recently, (Ilyas et al.,
2019) experimentally demonstrates that those noise is not meaningless but it rather contains (attack)
target label’s features for the model.

Weight importance. Weight importance is a measure of how important each weight is when the
model predicts an output for a given input data, and it has been used for different purposes, such
as weight pruning (Molchanov et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2016; Alvarez & Salz-
mann, 2016; Li et al., 2016) and regularization-based continual learning (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017;
Aljundi et al., 2018; Chaudhry et al., 2018; Jung et al., 2020; Aljundi et al., 2019). Among them,
regularization-based continual learning has actively proposed various methods for measuring the
weight importance. For overcoming catastrophic forgetting of previous tasks, the weight importance
is utilized as the strength of the L2 regularization between a current model’s weight and the model’s
weight trained up to the previous task. Most methods estimate the weight-level importance based on
a gradient of a given input data (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Aljundi et al., 2018).

3 METHOD

3.1 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

Dataset and pre-trained model. Let Dtrain be the entire training dataset used to pre-train a clas-
sification model gθ : X → Y . We denote Df ⊂ Dtrain as the unlearning dataset that we want to
intentionally forget from the pre-trained model and Dr as the remaining dataset on which we wish
to maintain predictive accuracy (Dr := Dtrain \ Df ). We denote a pair of an input image x ∈ X
and its ground-truth label y ∈ Y from Dtrain as (x,y) ∼ Dtrain, similarly (xf ,yf ) ∼ Df and
(xr,yr) ∼ Dr. Also, Dtest denotes the test dataset used for evaluation. Note that our approaches
assumes access to only the pre-trained model gθ and the unlearning dataset Df during unlearning.

Adversarial examples. The goal of an adversarial attack on an input (x,y) is to generate an
adversarial example x′ that is similar to x, but leads to misclassification (gθ(x′) ̸= y) when fed
to the pre-trained model gθ. In the case of targeted adversarial attack, it makes the model predict a
specific class different from the true class (gθ(x′) = ȳ). The typical optimization form of generating
adversarial examples in targeted attack is denoted as

x′ = argmin
z:∥z−x∥p≤ϵ

LCE(gθ(z), ȳ;θ) (1)

where LCE stands for the cross-entropy loss. The ∥z − x∥p ≤ ϵ condition requires that the Lp-
norm is less than a perturbation budget ϵ. The optimization above is intractable in general, and
thus several papers have proposed approximations that can generate adversarial examples without
directly solving it (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Kurakin et al., 2016; Carlini & Wagner, 2017; Madry
et al., 2017). In this paper, we make use of L2-PGD targeted attacks Madry et al. (2017) for all
experiments.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of our approaches that reduce forgetting on the remaining data. (Top) Aug-
menting adversarial examples from unlearning data provides support for preserving the overall de-
cision boundary. (Bottom) Weight importance measures allow us to pinpoint weights we should
change to induce misclassification while maintaining other weights to mitigate forgetting.

Measuring weight importance with MAS. To measure weight importance Ω, we consider
MAS (Aljundi et al., 2018), an algorithm that estimates weight importance by finding parameters
that brings a significant change in the output when perturbed slightly. It estimates the weight impor-
tance via a sum of gradients on the L2 norm of the outputs:

Ωi =
1

N

N∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣∂∥gθ(x(n);θ)∥22
∂θi

∣∣∣∣ (2)

where i stands for the index of network parameter weights and x(n) denotes n-th input image from
a total of N numbers of images. Note that each Ωi can be interpreted as a measure of influence or
importance of θi in producing the output of given N input images.

3.2 INSTANCE-WISE UNLEARNING FOR PRE-TRAINED CLASSIFIERS

Definition of instance-wise unlearning. Let ĝθ denote the model after unlearning. We consider
two types of goals for instance-wise unlearning: (i) misclassifying all data points in Df , (i.e.,
ĝθ(xf ) ̸= yf ). (ii) relabeling (or correcting) the predictions of Df (i.e., ĝθ(xf ) = y∗

f ) where
y∗
f ̸= yf is chosen individually for each input xf . Let LUL denote a loss function used for unlearn-

ing on a classification model. The above two goals can be realized with the following loss functions:

LMS
UL (Df ;θ) = −LCE(gθ(xf ),yf ;θ) (3)

LCor
UL (Df ;θ) = LCE(gθ(xf ),y

∗
f ;θ) (4)

When unlearning solely based on the two loss functions above, the model is likely to suffer from
significant forgetting on Dr. Therefore, a crucial objective shared across both unlearning goals is to
overcome forgetting of previously learning knowledge, and maintain as much classification accuracy
as possible on Dr.

When both Df and Dr are available, we can easily obtain an oracle model that satisfies the objec-
tive by re-training the model with the following loss function: Loracle(Df ,Dr;θ) = LUL(Df ;θ) +
LCE(Dr;θ). However in real-settings, access to Dr may not be an option due to high cost in data
storage. To tackle this limitation, we define regularization-based unlearning for which the goal is to
achieve the goal above without explicit use of Dr:

LRegUL(Df ;θ) = LUL(Df ;θ) +R(Df , gθ) (5)

Here, R(·) is the regularization term used to overcome forgetting of knowledge on the remaining
data Dr. In the following subsections, we introduce two novel regularization methods designed to
overcome representation- and weight-level forgetting during the unlearning process.
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Algorithm 1 Generate adversarial examples

Input: Forgetting data Df , Model gθ
Output: Adversarial examples D̄r

1: D̄r ← ∅
2: for i in range Nf do
3: (x(i),y(i)) ∼ Df

4: Randomly sample ȳ(i) ̸= y(i)

5: for j in range Nadv do
6: x

′(j)
f ← L2-PGD(x(i), ȳ(i)) (Eq. 1)

7: D̄r ← D̄r ∪ {(x′(j)
f , ȳ(j))}

8: end for
9: end for

10: return D̄r

Algorithm 2 Measure weight importance

Input: Forgetting data Df , Model gθ
Output: Weight importance Ω̄

1: Ω̄← {0}
2: Ω← weight importances(Df , gθ) (Eq. 2)
3: for l in range L do
4: Get importance of l-th layer Ωl ← Ω

5: Normalize Ωl ← Ωl −Min(Ωl)

Max(Ωl)−Min(Ωl)

6: Update Ω̄l ← {1− Ωl}
7: end for
8: return Ω̄

Regularization using adversarial examples. The motivation of using adversarial examples stems
from the work of Ilyas et al. (2019), which showed that perturbations added to x to generate an ad-
versarial example x′ contain class-specific features of the attack target label ȳ ̸= y. Based on this
finding, we utilize generated adversarial examples as part of regularization R(·) to preserve class-
specific knowledge previously learned by the model, overcoming forgetting during unlearning at the
representation-level. Let Df be a set of Nf images: {(x(i)

f ,y
(i)
f )}Nf

i=1. Prior to the unlearning pro-
cess, we generate adversarial examples x′

f using the targeted PGD attack with a randomly selected
attack target label ȳ ̸= yf . We generate Nadv adversarial examples per input xf . Then, we have

D̄f = {(x′(k)
f , ȳ

(k)
f )}N̄f

k=1 where N̄f = Nf × Nadv. During unlearning, we add LCE(D̄f ;θ) as a
regularization term with adversarial examples:

LAdv
UL (Df ;θ) = LUL(Df ;θ) +RAdv(Df , gθ)

= LUL(Df ;θ) + LCE(D̄f ;θ)
(6)

An intuitive illustration of this approach in the representation-level is shown in Figure 1. The gen-
erated adversarial examples D̄f mimic the remaining dataset Dr, providing information of the pre-
trained decision boundary within the representation space. As a result, by adding LCE(D̄f ;θ) as a
regularizer to the unlearning process, the model can learn a new decision boundary that minimizes
LUL (in Eq. 3 and 4) while simultaneously attempting to keep the decision boundary of the original
model. The pseudocode for generating adversarial examples is in Algorithm 1.

Regularization with weight importance. We also propose a regularization using weight impor-
tance to overcome forgetting at the weight-level. As depicted in Figure 1, our approach is to maintain
the weights that were less important for Df prediction as much as possible, while allowing changes
in weights that are considered important for correctly predicting Df . That is, it is to prevent the
weight-level forgetting by penalizing weights that were less important when predicting Df .

For this, we calculate the weight importance with MAS before unlearning given gθ and Df , and
normalize the measured importances Ωl within each l-th layer to lie within [0, 1]. Note that this
normalized importance Ωl assigns large values to weights important for Df . Therefore, we define
Ω̄l = 1 − Ωl as the weight importance for the regularization used for unlearning, so that more
important weights are updated more. The objective including weight importance regularization in
addition to regularization via adversarial examples can be written as:

LAdv+Imp
UL (Df ;θ) = LAdv

UL (Df ;θ) +RImp(Df , gθ)

= LAdv
UL (Df ;θ) +

∑
i

Ω̄i(θi − θ̃i)
2 (7)

where i is the index of each weight and θ̃ is the initial weight of the pre-trained classifier before
unlearning. The pseudocode of measuring weight importance is shown in Algorithm 2. Throughout
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Table 2: Evaluation results before and after unlearning k instances from ResNet-50 pretrained on
respective image classification datasets. While using negative gradients only loses significant infor-
mation on Dr, our proposed methods ADV and ADV+IMP retain predictive performance on Dr as
well as Dtest, while completely forgetting instances in Df .

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 ImageNet-1K
k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128 k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128 k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128

Df (↓)
BEFORE 100.0 100.0 99.38 99.53 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.66 87.50 84.90 86.72
NEGGRAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ADV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ADV+IMP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dr (↑)
BEFORE 99.60 99.60 99.60 99.60 99.98 99.98 99.98 99.98 87.42 87.42 87.42 87.42
NEGGRAD 38.44 15.79 9.22 7.11 99.71 66.97 26.20 11.64 83.34 61.18 40.50 30.16
ADV 79.40 69.70 66.97 53.49 83.90 89.18 81.07 76.28 74.13 81.09 76.02 69.01
ADV+IMP 82.95 85.75 72.77 54.51 83.89 89.91 89.48 82.86 74.16 81.77 79.36 75.33

Dtest (↑)
BEFORE 92.59 92.59 92.59 92.59 77.10 77.10 77.10 77.10 76.01 76.01 76.01 76.01
NEGGRAD 36.56 15.87 9.28 7.11 74.54 48.07 21.11 10.19 72.53 53.30 35.61 26.73
ADV 74.34 65.14 62.23 49.47 60.00 63.17 57.43 53.89 62.12 70.42 65.89 59.73
ADV+IMP 77.53 79.65 67.08 50.82 60.50 63.69 62.83 58.44 65.15 70.97 68.72 65.09

various experiments, we observe that applying the regularization using adversarial examples is al-
ready effective to overcome the forgetting for knowledge of Dr, and the additional regularization
with weight importance further enhances performance even further, especially in more harder sce-
narios such as continual unlearning. The pseudocode of the overall unlearning pipeline is shown in
the supplementary material.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed instance-wise unlearning methods in various image clas-
sification benchmarks. We first describe our experimental setup, including datasets, baselines and
experimental details. We then show that our methods effectively preserves knowledge of remaining
data while unlearning instances that should be forgotten in both single-task and continual unlearning
scenarios. Lastly, we offer qualitative analyses on three parts: prediction patterns, decision boundary
and layer-wise representations in unlearning.

4.1 SETUP

Datasets and baselines. We evaluate our unlearning methods on three different image classifi-
cation datasets: CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009), and ImageNet-1K (Deng et al.,
2009). Also, we use the ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) as a base model. The experimental results of
various base models are available in the appendix. The compared methods are as follows: BEFORE,
the pre-trained model before unlearning; NEGGRAD (Golatkar et al., 2020), fine-tuning onDf using
negative gradients (i.e. LMS

UL ); CORRECT, fine-tuning using LCor
UL ; ADV is our proposed method using

adversarial examples (i.e. LAdv
UL ); ADV+IMP, our unlearning method using both adversarial examples

and the weight importance regularization (i.e. LAdv+Imp
UL ).

Experimental details. For each dataset, we randomly pick k ∈ {4, 16, 64, 128} images from the
entire training dataset as the unlearning data Df and consider the remaining as Dr. For the unlearn-
ing, we use a SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-3, weight decay of 1e-5, and momentum
of 0.9 across all experiments. We take early stopping when the model attains zero accuracy from
the unlearning data Df . For generating adversarial examples from Df , we use L2-PGD targeted
attack (Madry et al., 2017) with a learning rate of 1e-1, attack iterations of 100 and ϵ = 0.4. It gen-
erates 20 adversarial examples for CIFAR-10 and 200 examples for CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-1K.
For the weight importance regularization, we set regularization strength λ = 1 in Eq. 5.

4.2 MAIN RESULTS

Results on various datasets. Table 2 shows evaluation results before and after unlearning k in-
stances from ResNet-50 models pre-trained on each of three different datasets. With respect to
accuracies on Df , we find that ResNet-50 can completely forget up to k = 128 instances with
consistently zero post-unlearning accuracies. On CIFAR-10, using negative gradients only results
in significant loss of accuracy on the remaining data (i.e. Dr and Dtest), performing worse than
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Table 3: Results analogous to Table 2, but with unlearning via relabeling each image in Df to an
arbitrarily chosen class. We see a similar trend where CORRECT loses significant information on
Dr, while our proposed methods retain predictive performance on Dr as well as Dtest.

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 ImageNet-1K
k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128 k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128 k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128

Df (↑)
BEFORE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CORRECT 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.84 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
ADV 95.0 100.0 99.375 98.28 90.0 100.0 100.0 98.28 100.0 100.0 87.5 71.32
ADV+IMP 90.0 100.0 53.75 50.16 80.0 86.25 20.63 15.16 100.0 100.0 8.59 4.30

Dr (↑)
BEFORE 99.60 99.60 99.60 99.60 99.98 99.98 99.98 99.98 87.42 87.42 87.42 87.42
CORRECT 28.39 11.75 12.33 9.71 96.14 74.84 31.79 18.64 84.34 82.94 76.21 68.03
ADV 81.43 85.53 83.36 81.06 69.55 92.94 94.64 96.32 70.05 83.09 84.75 84.54
ADV+IMP 83.43 91.15 94.76 90.57 68.77 90.73 96.68 96.44 74.18 83.34 83.27 80.15

Dtest (↑)
BEFORE 92.59 92.59 92.59 92.59 77.10 77.10 77.10 77.10 76.01 76.01 76.01 76.01
CORRECT 27.62 11.79 12.16 9.80 69.82 53.11 24.37 14.64 73.26 71.90 65.68 58.25
ADV 76.35 79.15 76.95 74.61 51.23 65.62 66.79 68.56 64.81 72.02 73.41 73.32
ADV+IMP 78.08 84.24 86.92 82.82 50.60 64.28 69.15 68.60 64.94 72.20 71.82 68.92

random-choice when the number of forgetting instances is as large as 128. Meanwhile, adding regu-
larization with adversarial examples boosts the accuracy by more than 40% depending on the number
of instances to forget. Incorporating weight importances from MAS provides further improvement.
Results from CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-1K show a similar trend except when k = 4, where adding
our regularization approaches deteriorates performance. This well aligns with our intuition as the
model can easily misclassify a small number of examples by tweaking a small number of model
parameters, hence forgetting Df without losing much information on Dr and Dtest despite lack
of regularization. The benefit of using adversarial examples is also small when k is small as the
diversity amongst images in Dadv is limited by the number of instances to forget.

Table 3 shows results analogous to Table 2, but with the goal of relabeling data points in Df to
arbitrarily chosen labels rather than misclassifying. We find that a similar trend, where ADV attains
significantly less forgetting inDr andDtest compared to CORRECT, while succesfully relabeling all
points in most cases. While ADV+IMP show even less forgetting, it loses accuracy in relabeling Df ,
showing that regularization via weight importance focuses too much on retaining previous knowl-
edge rather than adapting to corrections provided inDf . An intuitive explanation on why this occurs
particularly in relabeling is that while misclassifying can be done easily by driving the input to its
closest decision boundary, relabeling can be difficult if the new class is far from the original class in
the representation space. The difficulty rises even more when the size of Df is large, in which case
more parameters in the network are discouraged from being updated during unlearning.

Correcting natural adversarial examples. Leveraging the ImageNet-A (Hendrycks et al., 2021)
dataset consisting of natural images that are misclassified with high-confidence by strong classifiers,
we test whether our method can make corrections on these adversarial examples, while preserving
knowledge from the original training data. For this experiment, we consider Df to consist k adver-
sarial images from ImageNet-A, and adjust a ResNet-50 model pre-trained on ImageNet-1K to cor-
rectly classifyDf via our unlearning framework. Table 4 shows the results for k = {16, 32, 64, 128}.
We find that correcting predictions of a small number of images (e.g. k = 16), finetuning the model
naı̈vely with cross-entropy only attains the best accuracy in both Dr and Dtest. When correcting
larger number of images, however, the absence of regularization terms results in larger forgetting in
Dr compared to ADV and ADV+IMP, with a performance gap that consistently increases with the
number of adversarial images. Another takeaway is that regularization via weight importance does
not help in this scenario, even showing a significant drop in Df accuracy when a large number of
adversarial images are introduced. This implies that using weight importances imposes too strong
a regularzation that correcting predictions for Df itself becomes non-trivial. We conjecture that the
aggregation of important parameters for predictions in Df cover a large proportion of the network
with large k, and that careful search for the Pareto optimal between accuracies on Df and on Dr is
required.

Continual unlearning. In real-world scenarios, it is likely that data removal requests come as
a stream, rather than all at once. Ultimately, despite continual unlearning requests, we need the
unlearning method that can delete the requested data while maintaining performance for the rest data.
Thus, we consider the setting of deleting k = {8, 16, 64, 128} data by repeating the procedure of
continually unlearningDf in small fragments of size kCL = 8. Table 5 shows the results of continual
unlearning in the model trained with ResNet-50 on CIFAR-100. We observe that NEGGRAD suffers
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Table 4: Correcting adversarial images from
ImageNet-A. ADV achieves the least forgetting,
while ADV+IMP fails to correct large number of
predictions due to strong regularization.

ImageNet-A
k = 16 k = 32 k = 64 k = 128

Df (↑)
BEFORE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CORRECT 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
ADV 100.0 100.0 95.31 83.44
ADV+IMP 100.0 100.0 10.94 9.38

Dr (↑)
BEFORE 87.46 87.46 87.46 87.46
CORRECT 84.41 83.29 80.79 77.38
ADV 81.75 83.80 83.74 83.44
ADV+IMP 81.82 83.73 83.53 82.86

Dtest (↑)
BEFORE 76.15 76.15 76.15 76.15
CORRECT 73.21 72.04 69.91 66.73
ADV 70.89 72.58 72.68 72.36
ADV+IMP 70.98 72.51 72.39 71.68

Table 5: Unlearning instances continually by in-
crements of kCL = 8 images per step. Our meth-
ods outperform NEGGRAD in the continual un-
learning scenario as well.

CIFAR-100 (kCL = 8)
k = 8 k = 16 k = 64 k = 128

Df (↓)
BEFORE 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
NEGGRAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.52
ADV 0.0 0.0 1.04 0.0
ADV+IMP 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.04

Dr (↑)
BEFORE 99.98 99.98 99.98 99.98
NEGGRAD 80.58 31.85 6.60 1.89
ADV 80.33 70.54 59.67 38.16
ADV+IMP 81.46 72.78 62.30 47.14

Dtest (↑)
BEFORE 77.10 77.10 77.10 77.10
NEGGRAD 58.20 24.48 5.73 1.22
ADV 57.56 50.43 43.48 30.10
ADV+IMP 58.33 51.97 45.09 36.17

from large forgetting as the iteration of unlearning procedure increases. On the other hand, our
proposed method shows significantly less forgetting while effectively deleting for Df even after
multiple iterations of unlearning.

4.3 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Through further analysis, we gather insight on the following questions: Q1. Is there any particular
pattern in how the model unlearns a set of instances (i.e. does the model use any particular label as
a retainer for deleted data)? Q2. How does the model isolate out instances in Df from its previous
decision boundary? Q3. How do layer-wise representations of data points in Df and Dr change
before and after unlearning? For interpretable visualizations, we perform the following analysis on
a ResNet-18 model pre-trained on CIFAR-10.

(a) NEGGRAD (b) ADV (c) ADV+IMP

Figure 2: Confusion matrices showing average
pairwise frequencies of pre- (Y-axis) and post-
unlearning (X-axis) prediction labels from Df . A
hue closer to blue indicates higher frequency. Our
unlearning framework does not produce any dis-
cernible correlation in misclassification.

A1. Our method shows no pattern in mis-
classification. We first check whether the un-
learned model classifies all instances in Df to
a particular set of labels. The model exhibit-
ing no correlation between true labels and new
misclassified labels is crucial with respect to
data privacy, as it indicates that the unlearn-
ing process avoids the so-called Streisand ef-
fect where data instances being forgotten unin-
tentionally becomes more noticeable (Golatkar
et al., 2020). Figure 2 shows the confusion ma-
trices of (pre-unlearning label, post-unlearning
label) pairs from Df for k = 512. We find no
distinguishable pattern when unlearning with our methods as well as NegGrad, which shows that no
specific label is used as a retainer, which adds another layer of security against adversaries in search
of unlearned data points.

A2. Our method effectively preserves the decision boundary. We check whether the adversar-
ial examples generated from forgetting data help in preserving the decision boundary in the feature
space. Figure 3 shows t-SNE (Van der Maaten & Hinton, 2008) visualizations of final-layer acti-
vations from examples in Dr and Df before and after unlearning. We find that unlearning through
only negative gradient significantly distorts the previous decision boundary, leading to poor predic-
tive performance across Dr. However, when we incorporate adversarial samples from instances in
Df , the decision boundary is well-preserved with unlearned examples being inferred as boundary
cases in-between multiple classes. Even for examples that lie far from the decision boundary be-
fore unlearning, our method successfully relocates the corresponding representations towards the
decision boundary, while keeping each class cluster intact.
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(a) BEFORE (b) NEGGRAD (c) ADV (d) ADV+IMP

Figure 3: t-SNE plots of CIFAR-10 datapoints in Df (triangles) and Dr (dots) before and after
unlearning. Colors indicate true labels for all plots. Regularization with adversarial examples and
weight importance effectively preserves the decision boundary while migrating instances in Df

towards the class boundary to induce misclassification.

(a) NEGGRAD (b) ADV (c) ADV+IMP

Figure 4: Layer-wise CKA correlations on Df

(top row) and Dr (bottom row) between repre-
sentations before (X-axis) and after (Y-axis) un-
learning. Brighter color indicates higher CKA cor-
relation. NEGGRAD results in large forgetting of
high-level features in not only Df , but also Dr.
Our approaches, on the other hand, selectively for-
get high-level features only in Df .

A3. Our method unlearns data by forgetting
high-level features. Lastly, we compare the
representations at each layer of the model be-
fore and after unlearning to identify where the
intended forgetting occurs. For this analysis, we
leverage CKA (Kornblith et al., 2019) which
measures correlations between representations
given two distinct models. Figure 4 shows the
CKA correlation heatmaps between the origi-
nal ResNet-18 model pre-trained on CIFAR-10
and the same model after unlearning. Results
show that for examples in Df , representations
are no longer aligned starting from the 10-th
layer while the representations before that layer
still resemble those from the original model.
This indicates that the model forgets examples
by forgetting high-level features, while simi-
larly recognizing low-level features in images
as the original model. This insight is consis-
tent with previous observations in the continual
learning literature that more forgettable exam-
ples exhibit peculiarities in high-level features (Toneva et al., 2018).

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We propose an instance-wise unlearning framework that deletes information from a pre-trained
model given a set of data instances with mixed labels. Rather than undoing the influence of given
instances during the pre-training, we aim for a stronger form of unlearning via intended misclas-
sification. We develop two regularization techniques that reduce forgetting on the remaining data,
one utilizing adversarial examples of deleting instances and another leveraging weight importances
to focus updates to parameters responsible for propagating information we wish to forget. Both ap-
proaches are agnostic to the choice of architecture, and requires access only to the pre-trained model
and instances requested for deletion. Experiments on various image classification datasets showed
that our methods effectively mitigates forgetting on remaining data, while completely misclassify-
ing deletion data. Further qualitative analyses show that our unlearning framework does not show
any pattern in misclassification (i.e. the Streisand effect), preserves the decision boundary with the
help of adversarial examples, and unlearns by forgetting high-level features of deleting data. These
observations shed light towards future work evaluating the utility our approach as a defense mech-
anism against membership inference attacks that predict whether a data point was included in the
training set by using posterior confidence (Shokri et al., 2017; Salem et al., 2018; Yeom et al., 2018;
Sablayrolles et al., 2019) or its distance to nearby decision boundaries (Choquette-Choo et al., 2021;
Li & Zhang, 2021). Removing harmful information that lead to socially unfair and biased predic-
tions based upon sensitive traits such as race, gender, and religion (Mehrabi et al., 2021) is another
potential contribution from this work.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 PSEUDO CODE OF OVERALL UNLEARNING PROCESS

Algorithm 3 The pseudo code of overall unlearning process the case of using LMS
UL .

1: UNLEARNACC = 100
2: MAXEP = 100
3: EP = 0
4: D̄r ← Generate adversarial examples with Algorithm 1
5: Ω̄←Measure weight importance with Algorithm 2
6: θ̃ ← θ
7: while UNLEARNACC ̸= 0 do
8: Minimize Eqn (6) and (7)
9: UNLEARNACC = GetAccuracy(Df , gθ)

10: if EP > MAXEP then
11: break
12: EP += 1
13: end if
14: end while
15: return θ̂

Algorithm 4 The pseudo code of overall unlearning process the case of using LCor
UL .

1: UNLEARNACC = 0
2: MAXEP = 100
3: EP = 0
4: D̄r ← Generate adversarial examples with Algorithm 1
5: Ω̄←Measure weight importance with Algorithm 2
6: θ̃ ← θ
7: while UNLEARNACC ̸= 100 do
8: Minimize Eqn (6) and (7)
9: UNLEARNACC = GetAccuracy(Df , gθ)

10: if EP > MAXEP then
11: break
12: EP += 1
13: end if
14: end while
15: return θ̂

A.2 ADDITIONAL RESULTS ON VARIOUS MODELS

Results on various models. Figure 5 shows unlearning results on CIFAR-100, but with different
model architectures. We find that our methods effectively preserve knowledge outside the forgetting
data, resulting in up to 40% boost in accuracy. NegGrad again outperforms our methods when k = 4,
but soon breaks down when unlearning more instances. Interestingly, SqueezeNet and MobileNetv2
suffer from larger forgetting in Dr and Dtest than ResNet-50, possibly due to the width being nar-
rower as previously investigated by Mirzadeh et al. (2022). ViT also suffers from large forgetting, an
observation consistent with previous work which showed that ViT suffers more catastrophic forget-
ting compared to other CNN-based methods in continual learning due to Transformer architectures
requiring large amounts of data. We also evaluate the results of unlearning on ImageNet-1K with
varying k in Figure 6. Our proposed methods prevent forgetting knowledge about the rest data Dr

better than NegGrad in all cases where k is greater than 8. At the same time, the methods effectively
delete information about Df .

A.3 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR REBUTTAL
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(a) MobileNetv2 (Sandler et al., 2018)

(b) SqueezeNet (Iandola et al., 2016)

(c) ViT (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020)

Figure 5: Experimental results before and after unlearning varying k instances from various models
on CIFAR-100.
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(a) MobileNet v2

(b) ResNet34

(c) DenseNet121

Figure 6: Experimental results before and after unlearning varying k instances from various models
on ImageNet-1K.

(a) Analysis for entropy-accuracy (b) Analysis for a forgotten label

Figure 7: Experimental analysis with CIFAR-10 dataset using ResNet-18. We randomly select single
image (k = 1) for unlearning and unlearn it with NegGrad. All experiments are conducted with 100
seeds. Each class number denotes a specific label, such as {airplane : 0, automobile : 1, bird : 2, cat
: 3, deer : 4, dog : 5, frog : 6, horse : 7, ship : 8, truck : 9}.
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